
Make sure students have your phone
number/Instagram to contact you
Remind students to watch this Sundays
Message on Youtube/Instagram
Ask for any Prayer Request

 
 

Welcome Everyone to our first official 
Life Group!

 
Let's get the awkward part out of the way,

I have been chosen by Pastor Brandon
to be your Life Group leader and that

means I have to break the ice.
 

Each person must introduce themselves
and tell everyone the last Netflix or

Disney+ show the watched or are currently
watching. If you don't watch those, what's

the last movie you saw?
 

Leader Goes First!
 

Make adjustments if necessary
 
 

ICEBREAKER #1
UH-OH

 
Have the group decide on any topic, can be
general or specific. Then pick one person to

talk about that topic for 30 seconds
WITHOUT using the words "Uh", "Um",

"Ahh" or any other stalling words. 
You can use 2-3 students for this game

 
So, I just want to explain my role as a Life

Group Leader.
 

My job is to be there to support you in your
life and in faith. Simply put, anything you

need I'm there for you.
 

You going through a tough time, message
me, call me, dm, whatever you need.

You have any questions about life, church,
faith, school, I got you.

You part of a team, production, special
event. Send me an invite and I'll do my best

to be there
 

ICEBREAKER #2
WHATS IN THE BOX?

 
Leaders find any box at home.

You are going to find 3-4 RANDOM ITEMS 
(the more random the better) in your home

and put them in the box. You are then
going to describe each item with your hand
in the box without showing the item, one

at a time. The students will react with
thumbs up or thumbs down if you are

telling the truth about what the item is.
Students can ask questions as well.

 Leader can tell the truth or lie about each
item in the box.

 
(Watch this link for a better idea)

 
 

We just have to ask one more question that
everyone has to give an answer for and we

will wrap up and pray.
 

ICEBREAKER #3
 

Covid19 messed 2020 up bad, but what's 
1 thing you've taken from 2020 that you

will carry into 2021?
(any answer is accepted, 
even funny or silly things)

 
 

WRAP UP

 
 

PRAY FOR STUDENTS
GOODBYE
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LIFE GROUPSLIFE GROUPS

Week OneWeek One Jan 13, 2021

to

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Md4QnipNYqM


We all have seen a movie or show with a
character who says they have multiple

personalities. If we are honest, lot's of us
do too.

 
There are 3 types of people in this world;

 
The Natural Person
The Spiritual Person
The Fleshly Person

Each person has characteristics that
determine how they go about making
choices every day.

Everyday there will be deadlines, issues
with friends & family, stress and unknown
situations that will come your way. You will
have decided when each moment happens,
who you are going to be.

Some days we choose to be the "Natural"
person, living totally separated from God.
Every choice is based off what feels good to
the flesh and it the total opposite of "Godly
Choices".

Other days we are the "Spiritual" person,
living a life that has been changed by Christ
and where the ways of our past have been
changed by the new Spirit living in you. You
walk in freedom, acceptance and worth at
all times because you're a child of God.

On the hardest days, we are the "Fleshly"
person. This is the spiritual person who
chooses to go against the Holy Spirit inside
of them. Choosing to walk in the values of
who the world says they are and not who
you are in Christ.

If you take a moment to reflect on any
given day, which one of the persons
describes you the best?

If you want to experience a life freed from
judgement, lies, stress and the weight of
the world on your shoulders, living a life
with multiple personalities isn't going to
help.

We can't change our past, but we can
change our future. The only way that is
going to happen is if we make the choice to
be the person who God's called us to be.

Let's explore a bit more into how each one
of us can make a better decision today that
may change our life for days to come.

MULTIPLE
PERSONALITIES

Name a person who is the same, no matter
where they are or what they're doing?

Read 1 Corinthians 2:14, 2:15, 3:3, why do
people have a hard time following Christ?

What are the things that block us from
having a more spiritual life?

Many of us say, "God could never use someone
like me.." What leads us to thinking this?

Read Eph 4:26-27. 
Why are un-resloved problems between
people so hard to handle? What would help?

What are some easy steps to ensure we can
live to be the "Spiritual" person?

When life gets overwhelming, why do you think
we turn away from God as a first reaction?

Week TwoWeek Two

Bonus Material

What were some highlights and or downside of
your week?

Jan 20, 2021

How to Live Everyday for
God - Billy Graham (4 min)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HhBNGdS5Kqk


In your life there are a particular set of
voices that when you hear them,

something is definitely going to down.
 

Maybe it's a parent, teacher, pastor or
another older relative but when you hear

their voice telling you to do something,
you do it.

 
When it comes to hearing God's voice, it
doesn't seem to work the same as the

other voices in our lives.
 

We know that if you've received salvation
in your life from Jesus, the Holy Spirit

comes to live inside of you, and now we
would say you are trying to live your life

led by The Spirit.
 

It's very easy to get confused about what
living by The Spirit actually is, so here is

what it is not first;
 

1.NOT Good Feelings 
Holy Spirit is not responsible for making us
feel good all the time, but Holy Spirit is our
comforter, advocate and helper 
2.NOT a license to do what we want 
You can't just say well I received
forgiveness so I will do what I want now
3. NOT Legalism
When being led by Holy Spirit feels like
following a rule book, something has
caused you to loose your joy in the Lord

Living by The Spirit doesn't have to be
complicated but we seem to make it feel

that way more often than not.
 

There are 3 ways to know what living by
The Spirit is though;

1.Freedom
The Spirit that lives inside of you will give
you the faith and power to be who he's
made you to be and not who the world says
you should be 
2.Being Led
Everyone want's to be an influencer in this
world now, but if we don't submit
ourselves to the one who truly knows us
and has a plan for our lives, we are bound
to go the wrong direction
3.Walk at God's Pace
There will be times where The Spirit wants
you to slow down in life and other times
where you need to pick up the pace,
regardless God will never lead you into
something he hasn't already prepared you
for. Always remember though, sometimes
you might not always feel ready to move
when God says, but thats why the Spirit
lives inside of you! He prepared you for
everything your future has in store.

 

 
 
 
 

LIVE BY

THE SPIRIT

Who are some of the voices you know that
when you hear them you begin to act correct?

Read John 10:27, why do you think people that
follow Jesus are refered to as sheep?

How do you know if God is speaking to you
through the Holy Spirit?

How would you explain to someone who isn't a
christian yet the benefits of a Spirit led life?

What are some signs that a christians life is
being led by The Spirit? 
(Refer to Gal 5:22-23 for answers)

Why do you think The Bible is often referred
to as rule book? How do you know it's not?

Read 1 Timothy 1:6-7, who is responsible for
fanning out Timothy's gifts? God, Paul or himself?

What were some highlights and or downside of
your week?

Week ThreeWeek Three

Bonus Material

7 day plan - Bible app
"How to Hear God's Voice"

Jan 27, 2021

https://www.bible.com/en-GB/reading-plans/21923

